
11 Emily Drive
Motherwell, ML1 2SH

Upload Abode is delighted to present this 2 bedroom upper cottage flat situated in one of the most desirable areas of
North Lodge, Motherwell. This family home offers well proportioned rooms, large garden with driveway and is perfectly
located for the commuter. This property offers the buyer a fantastic opportunity to make this home their own.

Offers Over £92,000 2 1 1 D



Five things the current owner loves about this home:

1. You can walk to both Knowetop Primary and Dalziel High School.

2. We love the location its very handy for Airbles Train Station.

3. Close to Barons Haugh nature reserve which offers lovely scenery and walks. 

4. You can walk to Modyrvale medical centre in 5 mins. 

5. I love the huge outdoor space with the flat and off street private parking. You don’t get that with flats nowadays!

INTERIOR

Entrance to the property is via a wooden door leading upstairs into the hallway where all rooms are accessible. 

Lounge:
Bright, well proportioned lounge with feature alcove and fireplace. 

Kitchen:
Shaker style kitchen cabinets with contrasting worktop and built-in storage. 

Bedroom 1:
Large double bedroom with walk-in cupboard and views to the front of the property. 

Bedroom 2:
Double bedroom with built-in storage and generous window allowing lots of natural light. 

Home office:
Fantastic additional space that could be used as a home office or even a dressing area. 

Bathroom:
Wet room with fully tiled walls and electric shower.

EXTERIOR

These particulars, whilst believed to be accurate are set out as a general outline only for guidance and do not constitute any part of an offer or contract. Intending
purchasers should not rely on them as statements of representation of fact, but must satisfy themselves by inspection or otherwise as to their accuracy. No person
in this firms employment has the authority to make or give any representation or warranty in respect of the property.
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The side of the property benefits from a long driveway to accommodate several cars and a garage.

The rear of the property has a paved patio and lawn with fencing to the perimeter.

Please click the virtual tour to see everything this home has to offer.

Motherwell

Motherwell is the 4th largest town in North Lanarkshire. It has 3 railway stations Motherwell, Airbles and Sheildmuir with the commute to
Glasgow as short as 12 minutes and 45 minutes to Edinburgh. Motherwell has great train routes to the south including London.

Motherwell has great access to the M74 and M8 making it a great commuter town.

If you have a young family it`s good to know Motherwell has 6 comprehensive high schools, over 20 primary schools and a
college/university.
Entertainment wise Motherwell has a Premiership football team, direct access to Strathclyde Park, its own nightclub and a host of bars and
restaurants. Our personal favourites are Dalziel Park and The Electric Bar for lunch and drinks.

Why choose Upload Abode to sell your home in Motherwell :

Reputation - We have acquired a fantastic reputation as a trustworthy and honest estate agent and are the most recent winners of
Scotland’s Estate Agent of The Year at the Herald Property Awards. We pride ourselves on our excellent customer service and have 100’s of 5
star reviews.

Innovation - We offer a cutting edge and dynamic approach to marketing your home with professional photography, innovative 3D Virtual
Tours and Social Media advertising all helping your property stand out online.

Cost - We are a fixed fee estate agent, offering a fair pricing structure with fantastic value for money.
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